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Dear Readers, 

 

I am pleased to present to you this latest issue of the year 

2021. Australasian medical Journal was established in the 

year 2008 and ever since its inception; the Journal has been 

consistently publishing scholarly and systematic study 

findings at issue release frequency of twelve issues per year.  

All the published issues comprised a balanced article types 

that include the original research, reviews, case reports, 

case studies, letter to the editors, commentaries and 

opinions. 

 

The AMJ was founded to help researchers from developing 

countries to communicate the outcomes of their systematic 

explorations. We remain committed to that objective. As 

well, we continue to receive more papers from leading 

researchers in Australia, Saudi Arabia, China, the United 

States and other countries, which is a testament to our 

commitment to quality. 

 

The Journal has mainly concentrated on bringing forth the 

innovations in medical science and health care with 

coverage primarily sourced from Australasian region. All the 

published content is indexed widely across different 

abstracting and indexing databases worldwide. The journal 

is currently engaged in compiling the seventh issue of the 

current volume 14. This year the journal has succeeded in 

publishing quality peer-reviewed articles on wide range of 

topics that included thyroid cancer treatment, management 

of atopic dermatitis, cardiovascular morbidity in developing 

countries, and impact of COVID-19 pandemic, medical 

education, severity and symptomatology of corona virus 

infection. These topics reflect the emerging challenges and 

contemporary research that is taking place all across the 

world in medical science. AMJ has maintained the 

publication timeliness due to professional services offered 

by the academic editorial and journal management boards. 

 

We had very stringent regulations this year that led to very 

few articles being published in as a consequence of high 

rejection rate. The submissions were also very less than 

compared to the previous year. Perhaps this could be the 

aftermath of the global pandemic situation. The editorial 

board of the journal is comprised of eminent academicians 

and research experts from all across the world and 

particularly the Australian representation is very strong. I 

take this opportunity to congratulate all our authors for 

publishing their valuable contributions through the medium 

of this journal. I extend my sincere appreciation to all our 

editorial and expert pee-reviewers for enabling timely 

publication of the articles keeping the demands of the 

current audience of the journal in view. I convey my best 

wishes to the journal management for the successful 

production and release of the forthcoming regular and 

special issues of the Journal.  

 

We look forward to continued success and growth. Please 

consider signing up to be a reviewer or recommending 

reviewers to our journal. Also make sure to submit 

manuscripts to the AMJ for prospective publication and 

kindly recommend the journal to your colleagues as a venue 

for publishing. their academic research. If you have any 

questions please feel free to contact the email AMJ Editor. 
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